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Why You Should Read This Document 

This report captures key findings from a survey of 400 IT 
professionals, including 200 in the United States and 200 in the U.K., 
that can help you understand how your peers are managing endpoint 
security and protecting against stealthy threats, such as rootkit 
attacks. The report provides benchmarking data that you can use in 
your own IT security initiatives, including: 

•	 Gaining insight into the top security concerns pertaining  
to endpoint client devices and mobile workers

•	 Understanding current IT perspectives and concerns  
around consumerization

•	 Realizing the powerful—and costly—impact rootkit attacks  
can have on the enterprise environment

•	 Identifying the top trusted security vendors for protecting 
against viruses and malware
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Today’s IT managers face the tough challenge of a growing threat 
landscape within an evolving computing era. Sophisticated stealthy 
threats are on the rise, and they are designed to escape detection 
from traditional antivirus solutions. This—combined with cloud 
computing, a growing mobile workforce, and the consumerization of 
IT—means that risk exposure has reached unprecedented levels for 
the enterprise. Because of these security challenges, we wanted to 
find	out	how	IT	professionals	are	managing	security	for	endpoint	
devices and guarding against stealthy threats.

The Insights on Endpoint Security and Stealthy Threats report 
included 400 IT professionals1 (200 in the United States and 200  
in the U.K.) to: 

•	 Quantify endpoint device usage and security.

•	 Determine the level of concern regarding security threats, 
specifically	those	pertaining	to	“Bring	Your	Own	Device”	(BYOD)	
and managing remote and mobile employees. 

•	 Examine the use of hardware and software products and vendors 
to protect against malware and viruses. 

•	 Gauge the awareness and impact of rootkit attacks.

•	 Measure the trust level of current software offerings and vendors 
to protect against rootkit attacks. 

The goal of this report is to provide benchmarking data about how 
your peers are approaching endpoint device security and protecting 
their IT systems from stealthy threats, such as rootkits. For more 
information about preventing stealthy threats and managing 
endpoint device security, visit intel.com/pcsecurity. 

About This Report

The aim of this 
report is to provide 
benchmarking data 
you can use in 
your own efforts 
to protect endpoint 
devices and 
prevent stealthy 
threats.

1 Survey respondents are IT professionals in organizations of 100 to 1,000+ employees across a variety of industries. See the Appendix for more.  
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Executive Summary

Most IT organizations today are supporting a range of client endpoint devices across the enterprise, including those 
from a growing number of mobile and remote workers. Further complicating IT security is the explosion of advanced 
stealthy threats, such as rootkits, which are able to escape detection from traditional security measures. Since these 
threats	need	to	find	only	one	vulnerable	point	to	get	in,	endpoint	client	devices	are	particularly	vulnerable—especially	
employee-owned devices, which may or may not be supported by the IT organization. 

This research captures the current landscape of endpoint security and the management of stealthy threats from 
the perspective of 400 IT professionals, including 200 in the United States and 200 in the U.K. Among this group, 
all work in a company of 100 or more employees and are involved in the company’s security strategy, including the 
research and purchase of security products. 

Key	findings	of	this	report	reveal	that:

•	 Securing endpoint devices, cloud computing, and consumerization are top concerns. When asked to 
rate security concerns regarding IT initiatives and trends, maintaining endpoint device security makes the top 
three	for	both	U.S.	and	U.K.	respondents.	Other	leading	concerns	include	cloud	computing,	consumerization	of	
IT, and a lack of IT control. 

•	 Data protection is a key concern for mobile workers. Both U.S. and U.K. respondents rank data protection 
as the primary concern associated with supporting mobile and remote workers, followed closely by the 
consequences of a lost or stolen device.  

•	 Consumerization garners more support in the United States. While there are widespread security concerns 
about the use of employee-owned devices within the corporate network, IT managers are quick to point out the 
benefits	of	“Bring	Your	Own	Device”	(BYOD),	such	as	boosting	employee	productivity	and	morale.	U.K.	respondents	
are less enthusiastic, however; 30 percent feel it should not be allowed in the enterprise. 

•	 One in four IT managers in the United States has experienced a rootkit attack. Despite having 
traditional security measures in place, rootkit attacks are a shared experience for one in four respondents. 
And the experience brought change: Most updated their antivirus software and required password changes, 
while larger companies enforced stricter Web usage policies and implemented end-user security training.

•	 Rootkits bring tough consequences—including a one-week detection time. For those IT managers 
reporting experience with a rootkit attack, the fallout was severe: Time to detection was approximately  
one week, during which time malware was spread to other devices and employee productivity waned. 
Recovery efforts were estimated at $10K (United States) and often required reinstalling or reimaging  
the operating system.
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Key Finding:
Cloud computing, 
consumerization, 
and securing 
endpoint devices 
are leading 
concerns. 

Not	surprisingly,	endpoint	devices	figure	prominently	in	today’s	IT	environment.	From	desktop	and	laptop	PCs	to	
smartphones and tablets, companies across the United States and the U.K. are supporting on average between 3K 
and	4K	endpoint	devices.	Moreover,	four	out	of	five	of	these	companies	are	supporting	mobile	and	remote	workers.	
With all of these factors at work, security is top of mind for nearly all IT managers.

Top Security Concerns

When IT managers were asked to rate the level of security concern pertaining to key IT initiatives or trends, endpoint 
device security ranked in the top three for both regions. For IT managers in the United States, endpoint device 
security garnered almost equal concern with cloud computing and consumerization. Among IT managers in the 
U.K. consumerization stood out as their biggest concern. Interestingly, the IT managers in the United States are 
significantly	more	concerned	about	each	of	the	initiatives	compared	with	IT	managers	in	the	U.K.

How concerned are you about security around each of these types of IT 
initiatives or trends as they pertain to PC clients?Q:

Endpoint Devices  
in the IT Environment

61%

62%

56%

Virtualization

Cloud computing

Consumerization/BYOD

Endpoint devices

Lack of IT control

Lack of IT visibility

52%

48%

37%

51%

60%

39%

42%

30%

36%

U.S. (n=200)

U.K. (n=200)

Level of Security Concern  
% Very/Extremely Concerned
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Not surprisingly, security is also a primary concern for the large majority of IT managers supporting mobile and 
remote employees. In fact, half of respondents show a high level of concern around the ability to maintain adequate 
levels	of	mobile	security,	with	data	protection	ranking	as	the	most	significant	of	concerns.	

A	deeper	exploration	of	employees	utilizing	personal	devices	to	access	corporate	networks,	also	known	as	BYOD,	
reveals	a	conflicted	view.	The	majority	of	respondents	report	that	consumerization	poses	security	challenges,	with	
the	top	two	concerns	identified	as	a	general	lack	of	IT	security	and	the	potential	to	increase	the	spread	of	malware.	
However,	along	with	this	skepticism	is	a	strong	endorsement	of	the	many	benefits	of	BYOD:	allowing	employees	to	
connect and work remotely, improving employee morale, and boosting productivity.

Notably,	IT	managers	in	the	United	States	tend	to	have	a	more	positive	view	of	BYOD.	The	large	majority	of	U.S.	
respondents feel it should be permitted in the enterprise environment, with only 20 percent responding that they are 
not in favor of providing access. By contrast, 32 percent of IT managers in the U.K. feel access should not be allowed.

Consumerization: Friend or Foe?

What are your biggest IT security concerns for mobile or remote employees?Q:

Specific Remote Security Concerns  
Among Those Supporting Remote Employees

62%

79%

55%

Loss of IT control

Data protection

Consequences of lost
or stolen devices

Malware infection

Compliance breach
or violation

48%

69%

61%

59%

47%

49%

52%

U.S. (n=164)

U.K. (n=170)

Key Finding:
Data protection 
is a significant 
concern for nearly 
all IT managers. 
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Which of the following describe your perceptions of IT consumerization and Bring 
Your Own Device (BYOD) as it pertains to your company?Q:

BYOD Perception

Since most IT managers have serious concerns around endpoint device security, it’s not surprising that 99 percent 
have multiple security measures in place to mitigate the risks. Respondents ranked a range of software and hardware 
security	measures,	from	malware	and	data	protection	to	firewalls	and	network	access	control.	Leading	the	way	for	IT	
managers in both the United States and the U.K. is virus and malware protection. 

Leading Security Products and Vendors

56%

64%

40%

Boosts productivity

Creates a security risk

Allows employees to connect remotely

Improves employee morale

Lowers equipment cost

Should not be allowed

46%

20%

58%

42%

50%

38%

44%

36%

32%

U.S. (n=200)

U.K. (n=200)

Key Finding:
Eighty percent 
of IT managers 
surveyed in the 
United States 
support BYOD in 
the enterprise.
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What type of security products (both software and hardware) does your company currently 
have deployed to protect endpoint devices and guard against viruses and malware?Q:

72%

76%

64%

Encryption

Virus/malware protection

Desktop firewall

Data loss prevention solutions

Network-based intrusion
 prevention system/firewall

E-mail gateway devices

64%

62%

77%

77%

67%

61%

74%

60%

69%

Network access control
60%

66%

U.S. (n=200)

U.K. (n=200)

Top Security Products Deployed Key Finding:
Protection from 
malware and 
viruses is the 
leading security 
effort for the 
United States  
and the U.K.
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For those IT managers supporting mobile and remote employees, protecting business data is the top security 
concern—and is met with a similar strategy. IT managers in both regions deploy a wide array of remote security 
measures to help manage risk. Preventing and detecting malware was again ranked highest, followed by mobile user 
access control and mobile authentication.

Across the board, most companies are using multiple vendors as well—typically three—to manage security issues. 
Notably,	IT	managers	in	the	United	States	and	those	working	within	larger	companies	employ	significantly	more	
vendors	than	their	counterparts.	McAfee	is	identified	as	the	most	commonly	deployed	endpoint	security	vendor,	
followed closely by Cisco, Microsoft, and Symantec. 

Specifically what security products does your company currently have deployed 
to protect endpoint devices and guard against viruses and malware?Q:

48%

52%

43%

Kaspersky

McAfee

Cisco

Microsoft* Forefront*

Symantec

AVG

20%

19%

45%

38%

44%

32%

38%

21%

14%

Checkpoint
19%

14%

U.S. (n=198)

U.K. (n=199)

Top Security Brands Deployed  
Among Those with Endpoint Security

Key Finding:
McAfee was 
identified as the 
most commonly 
deployed endpoint 
security vendor.
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A Look at Stealthy Threats

This survey also explored IT managers’ awareness of stealthy threats, with a closer look at rootkit experience. 
Rootkits are a key component of many types of attacks, and are commonly used by advanced persistent threats 
(APTs) and other malware to hide from users or security software. Many times they do this by gaining root-level 
access to a computer without detection and escalating privileges. Making matters worse, rootkits are one of the 
fastest	growing	types	of	malware,	with	more	than	100,000	new	rootkits	identified	each	quarter.2

Four	out	of	five	IT	managers	across	the	United	States	and	the	U.K.	report	that	they	are	“somewhat	familiar”	 
with the threat of rootkits. Notably, one in four IT managers in the United States has experienced a rootkit  
attack, which was 10 percent higher than reported by U.K. respondents.

When asked about the impact of rootkit attacks on the enterprise, IT managers across both regions report  
the following:

•	 Time to detection was approximately one week, during which the rootkits downloaded other threats, spread 
malware to other devices, and affected employee productivity.  

•	 Approximately one-quarter of the employee base was impacted by a work disruption.

•	 Recovery efforts included running standalone antivirus tools and reinstalling or reimaging the operating 
system.

•	 The total cost of an attack, including time and other expenditures, was estimated at $10K (United States)  
and £5K (U.K.)

Measuring the Impact of a Rootkit Attack

Key Finding:
Time to detection 
for a rootkit attack 
is approximately 
one week— high 
risk for any IT 
environment.

2 Source: McAfee Labs (Q1 2012).
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What changes, if any, has your company implemented as a result of the rootkit attack?Q:

Changes Due to Rootkit Attack  
Among Those Experiencing Rootkit Attack

68%

68%

58%

End-user security awareness training

Ensure antivirus is updated

Password changes

Add additional security technologies

Enforce stricter Web usage policy

57%

67%

64%

60%

67%

64%

67%

U.S. (n=60)

U.K. (n=39)

For nearly all respondents, experiencing a rootkit attack prompted widespread changes to IT security. The most 
common efforts were updating antivirus software and mandating password changes. Larger companies were  
more likely to enforce stricter Web usage policies, as well as implement end-user security awareness training. 

Key Finding:
Following a rootkit  
attack, nearly all IT 
managers updated their 
antivirus software and 
mandated password 
changes. 
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When asked to rank security measures used to prevent threats and rootkit attacks on endpoint devices, IT 
managers	were	in	agreement:	The	most	necessary	measures	are	standard	antivirus	tools,	web	filtering,	and	
host intrusion prevention.

Stealthy Threat Prevention 

What security functions do you believe are required on endpoint devices to block rootkit attacks?Q:

Blocking Rootkits on Endpoint Devices

68%

70%

47%

Application control

Standard antivirus tools

Web filtering

Host intrusion prevention

Network intrusion prevention system

44%

65%

76%

64%

68%

47%

49%

U.S. (n=200)

U.K. (n=200)

Key Finding:
Top threat 
prevention 
efforts include 
antivirus tools, 
Web filtering, and 
host intrusion 
prevention. 
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How many vendors does your company currently utilize to protect against viruses and malware? 
(Table represents cumulative data.)Q:

Across both regions, the majority of IT managers believe that current antivirus product offerings are 
“moderately	sufficient”	in	protecting	against	rootkit	attacks.	Those	in	the	United	States,	however,	are	more	
likely	to	rank	product	offerings	as	“fully	sufficient”	overall.

Interestingly,	significant	differences	were	observed	between	those	IT	managers	who	have	experienced	a	
rootkit	attack	and	those	who	have	not.	For	example,	those	who	have	experienced	an	attack	are	significantly	
more concerned about security for remote and mobile workers. This may explain why these IT managers tend 
to employ solutions from more endpoint security vendors and more virus and malware protection vendors. 
Those who have experienced an attack are also more likely to be supporting multiple operating system 
platforms.

Significant Differences 
by Rootkit Attack Experience Yes

n=99
No

n=301

Median endpoint security products deployed 4.0 2.7

Support	multiple	OS	platforms 75% 51%

Concerned about mobile/remote security 63% 44%

Current	products	sufficient	in	 
protecting against rootkits

58% 41%

Rootkit Attack
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When asked to identify top trusted vendors with regard to rootkit prevention, IT managers across both regions rank 
Symantec, McAfee, and Microsoft almost equally. U.S. respondents were far more likely than their U.K. counterparts to 
identify trust in multiple security vendors, including Symantec, McAfee, Microsoft, AVG, and Trend Micro.

Trust in Vendors  
% Completely Trust (6   –7)

49%

44%

38%

28%

24%

22%

31%

60%

60%

40%

AVG

Symantec

McAfee

Microsoft

Kaspersky

38%

58%

42%

37%

29%

25%

Trend Micro

Avast

Sophos

U.S. (n=200)

U.K. (n=200)

Average
(7-pt. scale)

U.S.

5.6

5.6

5.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.8

4.5

Vendors

Symantec

McAfee

Microsoft

Kaspersky

AVG

Trend Micro

Avast

Sophos   

U.K.

5.3

5.2

5.0

5.0

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.8

Please rate your level of trust in these vendors to protect against rootkits.Q:

Average (7-pt. scale)

Vendors U.S. U.K.

Symantec 5.6 5.3

McAfee 5.6 5.2

Microsoft 5.5 5.0

Kaspersky 5.0 5.0

AVG 5.0 4.8

Trend Micro 5.0 4.6

Avast 4.8 4.6

Sophos 4.5 4.8
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With integrated security solutions from Intel and McAfee, you can gain added protection from these attacks below 
the	operating	system.	McAfee*	Deep	Defender*	endpoint	protection	and	McAfee*	ePolicy	Orchestrator*	(McAfee	
ePO*)	Deep	Command*	security	management	work	together	with	Intel®	Core™	vPro™	processors3 to help you 
prevent stealthy threats and improve security management for client endpoints. These innovative solutions bring 
together processor-embedded security technology from Intel and leading security software from McAfee to deliver 
the	industry’s	first	preventive	security	approach.	

Taking Security Beyond the Operating System 

According to these survey results, one in four IT managers has already experienced a rootkit attack. Because 
these and other threats load before the operating system, they are able to hide while they cause damage and 
can	even	falsely	report	that	all	systems	are	functioning	properly	—making	detection	that	much	more	difficult.

With the exponential growth of rootkits and other stealthy threats, it is critical that IT departments act fast to 
prevent these threats from causing catastrophic damage to IT systems. 

Conclusion

3 McAfee Deep Defender works with 3rd generation Intel Core vPro processors and 2nd generation Intel Core vPro processors.
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Additional Resources 

To	find	out	more	about	joint	security	solutions	from	Intel	and	McAfee,	visit	the	following	web	sites:	

•	 For more information about Intel Core vPro processors, visit intel.com/pcsecurity.

•	 For more information about McAfee Deep Defender, visit mcafee.com/deepdefender. 

•	 For	more	information	about	McAfee	ePO	Deep	Command,	visit	mcafee.com/deepcommand.

Or	visit	the	following	resources:

Crimeware Protection: 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ Processors
Read	this	white	paper	to	find	out	how	3rd	generation	Intel	Core	vPro	processors	can	address	today’s	crimeware	
security risks with security technologies that work beyond the operating system. 
intel.com/content/www/us/en/enterprise-security/3rd-gen-core-vpro-security-paper.html

Intel® vPro™ Technology Implementation
Take	a	closer	look	at	the	setup	and	configuration	of	Intel	vPro	technology	in	this	step-by-step	process	so	that	
your organization can start taking intelligent client computing to the next level.  
intel.com/content/www/us/en/remote-support/implementation-of-intel-vpro-technology.html

McAfee Deep Defender Demo 
Watch this demo animation to get a comprehensive overview of stealthy threats and how McAfee Deep Defender 
delivers a new perspective on security. 
mcafee.com/us/resources/demos/demo-deep-defender.html

McAfee ePO Deep Command Demo 
Watch	this	demo	animation	for	a	look	into	enterprise	security	challenges	and	how	McAfee	ePO	Deep	Command	
can address these challenges to simplify security management. 
mcafee.com/us/resources/demos/demo-epo-deep-command.html
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A total of 400 completed responses to this survey were gathered via online questionnaire between June 1, 
2012, and June 7, 2012. Surveys were evenly split between the United States and the U.K. (n=200 in each). 

•	 A regional (United States and U.K.) sample size of 200 has a maximum sampling variability of ±6.9 
percent	at	the	95	percent	confidence	level.

•	 All	differences	noted	as	significant	are	statistically	different	at	the	95	percent	confidence	level	or	higher.

•	 Maximum industry quotas were established to ensure a mix of verticals.

Respondents were directed to a web-based survey via an online panel provider, and were screened to 
ensure that they met the following conditions:

•	 Perform a wide range of IT-related job functions.

•	 Work in a company of 100 or more employees.

•	 Are involved in the company’s security strategy, including researching or purchasing security products.

•	 Work in a company based in the United States or the U.K.

Appendix: Methodology and Audience
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Respondent	Profile	Data	

Company Size U.S. U.K.

100–499 employees 34% 31%

500–999 employees 22% 28%

1,000 or more employees 44% 42%

Job Role U.S. U.K.

IT manager 20% 22%

IT director 16% 14%

Senior IT manager 10% 14%

Manager of IT operations 10% 13%

Office	manager 9% 12%

Chief	information	officer 8% 4%

Chief	technology	officer 8% 8%

Owner/president 6% 4%

VP of IT 4% 2%

IT security manager 1% 2%

Other 6% 6%
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Security Involvement U.S. U.K.

Researching and advising on which 
security products your company uses

88% 84%

Defining	your	company’s	security	 
and architecture

88% 82%

Actually purchasing the security 
products your company uses

82% 79%

Reports To (Multiple Mention) U.S. U.K.

Chief	information	officer 34% 30%

VP of IT 30% 26%

Chief	technology	officer 26% 30%

Chief	information	security	officer 14% 14%

VP of information security 14% 11%

Other 8% 16%

None of the above 10% 12%

Worldwide Locations U.S. U.K.

1 location 12% 14%

2–4 locations 24% 26%

5–9 locations 16% 27%

10–14 locations 19% 10%

15–19 locations 25% 17%

Unsure 4% 6%
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Responsibilities  
(Multiple Mention)

U.S. U.K.

Participating in strategic technology 
planning and implementation

92% 88%

Planning, implementation,  
and maintenance of client  
desktop technology 

86% 88%

Vendor selection for key components 
of client technology strategy, including 
OS,	hardware,	and	applications

82% 80%

Working with most senior IT 
management to set the strategic  
IT direction for the company

80% 79%

Leading a team of IT specialists to 
make detailed recommendations and 
decision making to support business 
initiatives

77% 72%

Hands-on implementation 
responsibilities

72% 70%

Annual Revenue U.S. U.K.

Less than $500,000 4% 4%

$500,000–$0.9M 6% 3%

$1M–$3.9M 11% 12%

$4M–$9.9M 12% 14%

$10M–$49.9M 23% 21%

$50M–$99.9M 16% 12%

$100M or more 24% 20%

Unsure 6% 13%
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Industry U.S. U.K.

Professional services 16% 12%

Manufacturing 14% 13%

Financial services 10% 8%

Computer-related business/service 10% 8%

Education 8% 6%

Retail 8% 4%

Healthcare 7% 8%

Software development or technology 6% 8%

Government 4% 10%

Transportation and logistics 4% 6%

Construction 2% 6%

Wholesale and distribution 2% 4%

Telecommunications 2% 2%

Nonprofit 2% 2%

Utilities 2% 2%

Others 6% 3%
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